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Japan would like to confirm;
EVE-64-ZZe



1.Added Definition

3.24.“Energy throughput” means the total amount of energy in Wh discharged (and charged) from the battery.

3.25.“Total discharge energy for non-traction purposes” means the total amount of energy in Wh discharged from the

battery for purposes other than traction to support the particular use case of a Category 2 vehicle and do not include air

conditioning/heating for the cabin or other uses already present in categories 1-1 and 1-2.

2. Additions to ANNEX 2

11.Total discharge energy for non-traction purposes [Wh], if applicable

Optional values:

12.Total energy throughput

＜JAPAN Comment＞
1. Regarding the definition of "Energy throughput“, We would like to confirm the intent of (and charged).

In the European Battery Regulation (see Appendix p20-22 ), it is described as "discharged". Therefore, we propose;

“Energy throughput” means the total amount of energy in Wh discharged (and charged) from the battery.

・Considering the harmonization with CARB_ACC2 which was already published.

The sum of the energy for on-board and off-board is appropriate, (see p.3 and 4 and Appendix p9-19)

2 .Regarding the intention of Optional values; Is it up to the OEM whether or not to output them?

3. #12 should be Energy Throughput, along with the definition of the term. The definition (above) includes total.。

＜JAPAN Proposal＞
 Is it appropriate that Japan will submit the application of #11&12 of Annex2 to SAE?

EVE-61-14e - GTR 22 SAE J1979DA update can be used to avoid hard work. 2

Regarding “EVE-61-13er1-GTR22 working draft v3 with meeting revisions.doc” , 

Japan follows EVE IWG decision but has comment and proposal



SAE Definition

Definition specific example
propulsion system 

non-active operation

propulsion system 

active operation
GTR22＿Annex2

usage

off-board

Battery energy consumed 

by external loads

(outside the vehicle) 

V2X、 0xF88B 0xXXXX V2X

on-board

Battery energy consumed 

by Traction and internal 

loads

(on the vehicle) 

Motor , HVAC, Aux. 

devices(PS , Safety…)

PTO(Refrigerator, 

elevating cranes, mixers, 

etc.）

N/A 0xF886 Energy throughput

non-traction

Battery energy consumed 

by non-Traction purposes.

HVAC, Aux. 

devices(PS , Safety…)

PTO(Refrigerator, 

elevating cranes, mixers, 

etc.）

Battery energy consumed 

other than Traction and 

power applications that 

already exist in Category 1

PTO(Refrigerator, 

elevating cranes, mixers, 

etc.）

0xYYYY

For Category 2, this energy is subject to 

virtual distance.

Total battery energy 
supplied to a non-
traction usage  
(lifetime)

traction N/A Motor N/A N/A
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Comments and/or Counter-proposals on 

latest GTR#22 text

<EVE-63-15e - GTR22 working draft with EVE 63 meeting revisions.docx>

<EVE-64-ZXe – JPN comments on EVE-63-15e>



Thanks for reflecting JPN proposals
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5.2. Battery Performance Requirements



Counter-proposals on OICA proposals



Updated JPN original proposals per OICA comments



DELETED



UPDATED



supports OICA proposals



Annex 3
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